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SUPPLY CHAIN CAMPAIGN 
REPORT SUMMARY. 

The Supply chain campaign is an initiated advocacy drive by the EJB, (Evangelische 

Jugend) in Bayern that targets to promote human rights and environmental protection 

with regards to all factors surrounding working conditions sustainable production and 

supply chain from a global perspective approach. The campaign targets the EJB all 

individual members and other interested parties who have joined or are yet to join. 

I was incredibly honored to be part of the advocacy virtual session that occurred on the 

21
st
 of July 2021. The session was moderated by our Key speaker Mr. Sergio Rios 

Carrillo, an expert in this field and working with working in the department for 

development policy and education for Mission OneWorld. Together with other 

international guest attendees from different parts of the world, our discussion mainly 

focused on Central America but also drew significant examples from other parts of 

various continents. 

The Session saw us articulate on how we perceive the observance of human rights in our 

respective countries, what is being done and the gaps existing to date. We also 

questioned the role of the church and the society in ensuring that the working conditions 

of people and the liberties of man are protected in supply chain. We did not forget to 

explore the extent and willingness of the society and active regimes in preserving these 

human rights and the role each of us must play. 

Among many issues we concluded on is the key idea that the youth the church and the 

society at large must be a voice to raising awareness to everyone if we are to achieve 

our aim. Creating that awareness is the first pillar and a key step in protecting human 

rights that will ever remain to be inherent to humanity and freedom means the 

supremacy of human rights everywhere. Our support goes to those who struggle to gain 

those rights and keep them. Our strength is our unity of purpose. To that high concept 

there can be no end save victory as penned by F. D Roosevelt. 

The Youths in Kenya are highly encouraged to take part in this campaign and promote 

this noble cause by signing up and adding up “kilometers” dedicated to this cause. It can 

be in form of routes or sporting moments and the Conversion factor for movement that 

cannot be measured in km: 5 active minutes = 1 km. More details can be found in the 

link https://www.ejb.de/liefairkette/ 

https://www.ejb.de/liefairkette/
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We have 3 days to go for the active challenge. Share it to as many people as possible. 

Attached are pictures of my demonstrated activities. 

Ongoing virtual Fair Supply Chain Campaign session as moderated 

by Mr. Sergio RC. (photo courtesy) 
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Maua Maro, Kenya Evangelical Lutheran Church’s Youth Volunteer, dedicating a cycling activity 

towards the campaign. 

(Photo: courtesy). 


